The Most Popular CHILDREN'S BOOKS Published in 2019

**Talking?**
Can You Hear the Trees and true history of 16th century England.
is an immersive and atmospheric graphic novel combining imagined by Dylan Meconis

**difference in their world.**

**ideas.** They work together to change things like the school's mascot.

**without his mom and dad, but he's going into first grade and has to**

**in this year.**

**based on real experiences and is a powerful story of hope and survival,**

**adventure about a pet tortoise and his love for his owner.**

**solve mysteries.** Harris includes instructions for several magic tricks in these books, a group of children with a love of magic work together to

**Harris is a picture book memoir from Senator Harris that described all**

**brings the opportunity to find something new.**

**author/illustrator Cori Doerrfeld gently shares the truth that every loss**

**kids will laugh as Pigeon addresses as ever in this new tale about starting school.**

**of the year. Pigeon is back and just as funny**

**Kristin Casale**

**A number of wonderful titles were published and don't forget to look under the dust jacket and at picture book with lots of hidden surprises. Be sure to look closely at

**the illustrations -**